SoCG’11 business meeting

• Reports
  – 2011 Local: Marc Glisse
  – 2011 PC: Marc van Kreveld, Ferran Hurtado
  – 2011 VC: Jack for Jonathan Shewchuk

• Ads
  – 2012 in Chapel Hill
  – 2013 bids: Rio, Portland, Banff, ...

• Other announcements

• Discussion
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Video Comm. report

• There were 9 submissions of which 7 were accepted. Six of those 7 are videos, one is a JavaScript demo, and all are cool.
• I really can't think of anything else worth saying. Absolutely no issues came up. It was too easy.
• Jonathan…
SoCG’12
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
prop. June 17-19 or June 6-8

PC: Tamal Dey (OSU)
& Sue Whitesides (UVic)
VC: Christian Knauer (FUB)
Local: Jack Snoeyink (UNC CH)
North Carolina, Research Triangle
Visit our Chapel Hill store!

- Coffee & Tea
- Fine Tea
- European Chocolate
- The Chocolate Scoop
- Deli
- Gourmet Grocery
- Gourmet Grocery
- Gifts & Samplers
- Villa Vietri
- House & Home
- Wine
- The Best of NC
“Banquet”

- Outdoor barbeque (with covered backup)

“The Farm”
Forest theater

central campus

Love and Robots
a puppet rock opera
UNC Chapel Hill

- Open in 1795; oldest public university in the US

- CS dept in Sitterson Hall & new, adjacent F. P. Brooks Building
College town →

- Culture
- Sports
- Affordable
  - Free bus
  - Dorms
  - Flexibility

ACKLAND ART MUSEUM

RESTAURANT  GREAT ROOM  BACK BAR

TOP OF THE HILL

LIFE TASTES BETTER UP HERE
Accommodations

- Carolina Inn ♥♥♥♥
  $159 night
  Adj to Brooks/Sitterson

- Aloft ♥♥♥

- Marriot ♥♥♥
  $119 night
  Shuttle to Brooks/Sitterson

- UNC Dorms ♠
  $25-30 single, shared
  50-60 night own room s/d
  new, A/C, 10 min walk
When?

[June 11-15 AMS/MSRI]

June 17-19 (Sun-Tues)

June 6-8 (Weds-Fri)

Straw poll:

I want to plan to come to Chapel Hill

A: 17-19, B: 6-8, C: neither, D: both ok
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Discussion: Do the costs of ACM affiliation outweigh the benefits?

• Costs:
  – increase costs by 16-41%
  – add planning complexity & reduce flexibility
  – current publishing model misplaces effort?

• Benefits
  – ACM covers deficits
  – accountability & assistance
  – stamp of quality, digital library, library subscrip.
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Straw poll: Do the costs of ACM affiliation outweigh the benefits?

• Unique opportunity:
  – disgruntled previous local chair (Steve): ACM insisted on sponsoring
  – current local chair (Jack) wanting flexibility
  – Dagstuhl asks to pub & host proceedings
  – new online journals to be incorporated
  – PC accepted more papers
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